
 

Senior CEO: Starting a Home-Based Business after Retirement 

One of the great things about retirement is that you no longer have to answer to someone else’s 
demands or adhere to their deadlines. At first, the release of pressure is likely to be so euphoric 
you may be loath to do anything for the first few weeks, or even longer. Good for you – just drink 
it up and savor every moment! 

If you are like many retired seniors, however, you may soon find yourself yearning for more – 
but on your terms. Many seniors fill this void by visiting family, traveling, enjoying old and new 
hobbies, or even taking classes to learn new skills or to improve their health. If these activities 
still do not satisfy your restlessness, consider starting a home-based business. It’s a great way 
to combine your desire to stay home with the need to engage in something you enjoy. 

Evaluate your strengths, skills, and passion 

A way to increase the likelihood of your business being a success is to do what you know and 
what you’re good at. This is easier with some careers than others. If you were an accountant or 
tax lawyer, for example, you can easily hang your own shingle as a tax preparer. However, if 
you were in law enforcement, your home-based business choice may appear to be a bit more 
complex. Such situations call for creativity; you could be a security consultant, or if your abilities 
allow it, offer your services as a License to Carry (LTC) handgun instructor – the Texas 
Handgun Association has several helpful resources available to responsible handgun 
enthusiasts, as well as a directory of instructors. 
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Or, you may want to go in another direction and choose something in a different field or do 
something more low-key. Perhaps it’s turning a love of writing into a corporate or content writing 
business or hosting an e-commerce store. Technology makes it easier than ever before to have 
a plethora of home-based business options available to you. 

Whatever you choose, don’t neglect the practical aspects of protecting yourself and your 
personal assets. One way to afford yourself this protection is by forming a limited liability 
company, or LLC. This structure is more flexible than other corporate structures, with the added 
benefit of less paperwork, yet you will still gain some tax advantages and have limited liability. 
State regulations on setting up LLCs vary by state, so you’ll need to research the requirements 
in Texas. One way to save your time, and forgo hefty attorney fees, is to use an online formation 
service that can do the work for you. 

Prepare your new office 

Obviously, a home-based office allows you to avoid daily commutes in rush-hour traffic – but it 
also allows you to remain productive even if you have mobility challenges. You can even fit in a 
15-20 minute neighborhood walk during your “lunch hour” simply by stepping through your front 
door. 

Make your home office as comfortable as possible. If you will be spending a great deal of time 
at a desk with a computer, look for an ergonomic office setup that works for you and your 
specific needs. Pay particular attention to your lighting, and spend some time selecting a décor 
that you enjoy seeing every day. When selecting your seating, be cognizant of any customers or 
clients you may have. If you will be welcoming outside visitors frequently, consider an 
arrangement with a separate entrance directly into your office. You should also check your 
zoning laws for any parking considerations. 

Bringing the best of business home 

Be confident that a lot of people can benefit from your years of acquired knowledge and 
experience – and with minimal startup costs with a home office, you can provide it in your own 
way and on your own time. It may seem ironic that staying at home can offer a level of freedom, 
but with a home-based business in a field that you love, that is exactly what you can obtain. 

This article has been provided to you by the Texas Handgun Association. 
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